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Unknown Stones 

Attermire 
Alcove Buttress Bouldering 

 
 
Alcove Buttress is a small limestone venue found tucked away at the upper reaches of Attermire 
Scar. Traditional lines have existed since the 1980’s and bolted routes since 2012, but the 
bouldering potential has been largely neglected (though Steve Dunning is rumoured to have done 
some exploration). Rob Fenton made a few visits in March 2015 and added around 15 problems. 
A couple of further tough additions were opened up by Sam Lawson. All problems are Rob’s 
unless stated otherwise (or the start of a sport route). 
 
The rock quality is generally good where it needs to be, but some holds have been stabilised by 
various developers, and anyone looking to explore new lines might need to do some careful 
cleaning and gluing of holds. The landings are generally good, but the centre of the cave can be 
muddy in winter: a groundsheet could be useful. The names listed in italics are those of the 
associated sports climbs for which the boulder problem is the start. 
 
Of note is a mega project provisionally named “Too Hard for the Wide Boys”. This is a long and 
very hard roof crack with a couple of potential finishes. 
 
Parking and approach: From the main road through Settle (B6480), south of the town square, 
turn onto Chapel St (opposite the social club; signposted Greenfoot parking). Stay on this road as 
it climbs up and out of the town. After the road flattens, park on the left, just after a junction 
with a farm track (Stockdale Lane). Do not park across the track or any gates. 
Walk up Stockdale Lane until it kinks sharply right and continue straight ahead over a stile. Follow 
the path up to a brow where Attermire will come into sight. The path then descends, bearing 
right, through gates into the valley. Keep bearing right until you can cross a wall at a stile. Follow 
the path right and, after the second gate, turn left and flog up the hill to reach the cave. 
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The Left Wall 
The first problems make nice warm ups. 
Finish at the obvious break and 
jump/traverse off. 
 
1\   Sunshine   Font 5 
The awkward little groove. 
 
2\   Driller Killer   Font 5 
The rib. 
 
3\   Sunday Morning   F6A 
The wall. 
 
4\   Coming Down   F6B 
Link two undercuts to a jug. 
 
5\   Young Frankenstein   Font 5+ 
The arete, traversing the break to finish. 
 
6\   I Walk the Line   Font 6B 
Traverse low from Young Frankenstein, 
finishing up Sunshine. 
 
7\   Rob’s Extension   Font 6B+ 
Start I Walk the Line from a big hole inside 
the cave. Adds one tricky move.

The Roof 
The main event! Scope for new things and 
link ups exists. 
 
8\   Riders in the Sky   Project 
A high left to right traverse over the top of 
the cave is possible. 
 
9\   Hammer House of Horror   Font 6B 
The start of this route (from the large 
pockets) forms the end of the next two 
problems. 
 
10\   Bull Rider   Font 7A 
A wild trip at the grade. From the left wall, 
make big moves between the pockets. 
 
11\   Bull Wrangler   Font 7A+ 
Start right of Bull Rider on a big sidepull. 
Climb out through the roof to the ramp-
line. Follow this to finish up Bull Rider. 
Sam Lawson 
 
12\   The Matador   Font 7C+ 
Start off a large undercut towards the back 
of the cave. Compress out using a left-hand 
crack system and right-hand slopers until 
you reach the finish of Bull Rider. No left 
side-wall or right side of the crack. 
Sam Lawson 
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13\   Flesh and Blood   Font 7A 
From the drill hole, straight up the crack 
then left on slopers to the pocket. 
 
14\   Rodeo Clown   Font 7A 
Start low-ish on an undercut flatty for the 
left and a sharp hidden hold in the crack 
for the right. Clamp straight up. 
Tim Stubley 
 
15\   Rob’s Traverse   Font 6C 
A low traverse right from the drill hole. 
 
16\   Ring of Fire   Font 7B 
A circular loop. SDS at the crack/kneebar 
and power left on low sloping edges until 
the drill hole; up to the break and head 
right to the edge of the crag. 
 
Right Wall 
Short problems, 
useful as warm 
ups. 
 
17\   Assorted 
Jams   Font 6C 
Direct from the 
back of the roof. 
 
18\   Bolt Direct   
Font 6A 
Climb direct to 
the bolt (the 
arete is out). 

19\   Middle Traverse   Font 6A 
Start where Ring of Fire begins. Bridge up 
the small corner then traverse right.  
 
20\   Low Traverse   Font 6B 
SDS where RoF begins and traverse right.  
 
Isolated Buttress 
50m to the right are some lonely highballs. 
 
21\   Left Wall   Font 4 
The loose wall left of the arete. 
 
22\   Any Old Wind that Blows   F5+ 
The tall arete. 
 
23\   The Highwayman   Font 5+ 
The wall right of the arete. 

Sam Lawson on The Matador (Font 7C+) 
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